pag. 2 // we want to be sure it is void, so we clean it run("Select All"); run("Clear", "stack");
// we rename it -it will be the working stack rename("void"); titre[0] = getTitle(); // then, for all stacks of the first subfolder -the first stack among themfor (i=0; i<sublist.length; i++) { // First step: we cumulate images of caliber-classified vessels summing them to the working stack -the void image -until it will group ALL classes of caliber-classified vessels ( /* ImageJ script to randomly remove a defined portion of signal from a binary stack. The user can choose among 2 thresholds, namely 5% and 10%. The user can also decide the dimensions of a cube in which the signal is "clusterized". Actually, this parameter is limited to only 2 dimensions: 1x1x1 (single voxel) or 4x4x4 (64 voxels volume). If the user chooses this last dimension, the macro will remove all the signal found inside the chosen proportion of the 4x4x4 cubes in which the original volume could be divided. In the case of single voxel, the script checks every voxel in the stack and, in the occurrence of a signal voxel, asks the system for a random value. If the value is higher than the threshold chosen, the signal voxel is copied to a target stack; otherwise it is discarded. in the case of a 64 voxels volume, the script builds a 3D mask lacking up to the desired percent of 64 voxels volumes chosen randomly. The mask is then used to intersect the original binary stack, producing the final image. The resulting image is saved in a folder chosen by the user at the onset of the elaboration. if (lim<1) { for (sl=1;sl<dimZ;sl++) { showProgress(sl/dimZ); random("seed",sl); for(j=0;j<dimY;j++) { for(i=0;i<dimX;i++) { selectImage(rawStack); setSlice(sl); obtained from a single z-stack before (blue curves) or after randomly depletion of 5% (green curves) or 10% (black curves) of the vascular signal by a custom routine (see Script S2). We randomly removed vascular signal from the binary volumes following two different approaches. In the first case, we randomly removed voxels, independently one from the other.
In the second case, we divided the original volume into 4x4x4 cubes and removed all the signal voxels from randomly selected 64-voxel subvolumes. This last approach was aimed to mimic loss of areas of faint signal in order to obtain a further vessel disconnection. The depleted volumes were then intersected with sample-specific, caliber-classified masks to get the new vascular arrangements that were then combined into new series of partially reconstituted trees and analyzed for signal amount and dispersion. Only curves obtained by the first approach were reported in the figure since differences between the two approaches were not appreciable and curves were superimposable. pag. 9 mice; the two z-stacks belonging to the same animal are highlighted by the same color code as in Figure S1 .
pag. 11 mice; the two z-stacks belonging to the same animal are highlighted by the same color code as in Figure S1 .
pag. 12 mice; the two z-stacks belonging to the same animal are highlighted by the same color code as in Figure S1 . 
